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Visual 2
IS-907 – Active Shooter:  What You Can Do

Fire and Explosion on Tank Barge MOS 106 at 
La Grange, Mo., on Mississippi River, on May 12, 1969

Out of tragedy comes purpose – May 12, 1969
The following persons died as a result of the casualty:

William R. OPITZ –
Master of the MV Martin.
Memphis, Tenn.
Captain Opitz died at St. Mary's Hospital in Quincy, Ill., on 16 May 1969, as a result of burn injuries.
Walter C. MITCHELL –
Triangle Oil Refinery Manager,
La Grange, Mo.
Albert FRIEDEN –
Triangle Oil Refinery Co. Terminal Assistant
La Grange, Mo.
Lewis HAGANHOFF –
Truckdriver, La Grange, Mo.
Aaron  GEAN –
Deckhand, MV Martin, Address: Alton, Ill.
Glenn H. MAPLES –
Triangle Oil Refinery Manager,
La Grange, Mo.

The following persons were injured as a result of the casualty:

W. A. MORRISON –
Unlicensed Assistant Engineer of the M/V Martin. Address: Marble Hill, Mo.
Oren McPHERSON –
Cook of the M/V Martin. Address: Memphis, Tenn.



Agenda

Evolving Security Mindset for Planners & Practitioners

Homeland Security & Emergency Management is National Security

Trends in National Security

Global Positioning System (GPS) Overview

Responsible Use of GPS/PNT & Mitigation Options.

Open Discussion: Evolving Mindset & Path forward



• In his book “The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of Learning Organizations,” Dr. Peter 
Senge from MIT describes “Mental Models” as our representation of REALITY.

 

• Starts with not consciously aware of our mental models or the effects on our behavior…
• Turning the mirror inward: 
o Learning to unearth our internal pictures of the world…
o Bring them to the surface…
o Hold them rigorously to scrutiny…

• Includes the ability to carry on ‘learningful’ conversations that balance inquiry and advocacy…
• Team learning starts with ‘dialogue,’ … suspend assumptions and enter into a genuine 

‘thinking together.’

• Source:   Senge 8-10

“Mental Models are deeply ingrained assumptions, generalizations, or 
even pictures or images that influence how we understand the world 
and how we take action.”  (RC: Inaction)

Evolving Security Mindset



Former CG Commandant Admiral Allen –

Katrina produced the same effects produced as if a weapon of mass effect had 
been used on the city. 
Loss the continuity of government (infrastructure and essential services and 

functions of society.
There was an inability to take resources that were flowing in and apply them to 

mission effect.
Still treating the entire issue as if it was a hurricane.

Podcast interview with Harvard Business Review in 2010, 
Admiral Thad Allen refers to mental models
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Critical Infrastructure provides essential service to the American peopleElectrical power, water, transportation systems, first responders and hospitals, farms and food processors, stores, Internet, communication systemsProtecting and promoting the continuity of critical infrastructure and essential functions and services is essential to security, public health and safety, and economic vitality and prosperity.Seek to keep our critical infrastructure services, business operations and employees, safe and secure.Through our continuity profession, we commit to planning for keeping business/enterprise operationally ready in the face of any disruption.And in the event of any disruption, quickly recover.Requires collaboration and working together. 



Geopolitical pressures: Pandemic, Inflation, Supply Chains, Economic Rebound, Russia's war in Ukraine, Middle-East, 
China, Iran, North Korea

Self-Protection Measures by companies, local & regional governments resulting from disasters, overreliance on single 
point vendors, suppliers, supply chains, services

Uninterrupted Availability - 24/7/365 uptime.

Data Science – transparency, traceability, balancing supply/demand, outage predictability, improving customer service

Climate Change – disasters and crisis variations

Energy Transition (Net-Zero by 2050) -> Renewable Energy - Micro-Grids, Wind, Solar, Geothermal, energy storage, 
bitcoin mining, electric vehicles, decarbonization, hydrogen, small scale nuclear, waste-to-energy

Innovation / Solutions, Jobs, Upskilling, Retooling

Emerging Technologies – PNT, Artificial Intelligence, Web3, Smart Grid, Blockchain (smart contracts), Quantum, Energy 
Resource Management

Education, Training & Credentials of Value – Current, Relevant, Helpful, Useful, Purposeful

Trends in National Security
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Intent and Capabilities exist to disrupt networks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Critical infrastructure and dependent communities and businesses are increasing at risk of disruptions by various means. Evolving threat landscape – both natural and man-made –  both physical and cyber.Growing interdependencies among sectors and lifeline functions and services. Understanding and mitigating is a key element of our planning.
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IS-907 – Active Shooter:  What You Can Do
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IS-907 – Active Shooter:  What You Can Do
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What Should Resiliency Mean?

IDENTIFY, rapidly RECOVER from any disruptions, and RESTORE the 
essential functions of the operations, as quickly as possible.

Therefore outages/disruptions are significantly MITIGATED by 
introduction and adoption of best practices and independent sources 
and methods such that a disruption is by and large a non-event.

Best Practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of the economy: Communications, data services, and financial services, along with control networks, are called out in case they might be missed in other listings of critical functions.  COTE applies during any “substantial” disruption that endangers the ability of the private economy to support national functions and economy. And here are some of key points on how to do that:- If everything is critical, nothing is; we need focus to make COTE work.- Every "substantial" disruption will be unique and no essential economic sector is immune, so a sector-based focus is unworkable.- "Buffer Time" is the factor to focus on; specifically, how long can a critical function be sustained without a specific supporting service?- To buy time for recovery, critical function providers (both public and private) require a process that ensures they regularly; (a) map their supporting ecosystem of dependencies, (b) share communication and recovery plans with that ecosystem to empower those agents to proactively assist in recovery, and (c) prepare workarounds and stockpiles adequate to buffer their operations against disrupted support services until recovery of those services can be completed.- A special emphasis must be placed on both private and public response and recovery organizations that must stockpile enough equipment and supplies to recover their own disrupted support services before running out of buffer time.In summary, COTE requires that all critical function providers buy time for recovery through a combination of dependency mapping, communication, and stockpiling, with a special emphasis on providing adequate buffer time for operations responsible for response and recovery. 
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